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USER EXPERIENCE THEORY

FINAL PRESENTATION

What if every person had

EXACTLY THE RIGHT PLANNER
to meet their needs?

THE PERFECT PLANNER
Business Concept
We want to create a new way to build customized planners for
people who need a unique system to manage their busy lives.
Customer Segment
Any busy person who uses or wants to use a planner or scheduler
type product including students, parents, families, goal-setters, etc.
Value Proposition
So, basically, it’s a SUBWAY SUB SHOP for PLANNERS! You tell us
what you want and we'll build it for you!

THE COMPETITION
GoodNotes App [Link]

EverNote [Link]

Bullet Journaling [Link]

Customers create or import pages they
like and create a digital Bullet Journal.
Because they can import, this
experience is highly customizable.

This app focuses on note-taking, but
can be used to import images which
can make it feel much like a journal.
Often used in business world.

A paper & pen experience that is
incredibly customized because it is an
empty notebook for the customer to
create in. Very time consuming.

Erin Condren [Link]

Agendio [Link]

Passion Planner [Link]

A fairly traditional paper planner & very
pretty. Company gives illusion of
“choice;” however, customer can really
only customize cover & weekly spread.

Very customizable planners customers choose which type of
spreads & and modules. However,
they’re all quite plain and the paper
quality is mediocre.

A feel-good planner with no
customization opportunities, but
plenty of ﬂexible space within planner.
Very professional feeling.

Consumer-Made Planners Etsy [Link]

Retail planners

There are a huge variety, but often no ability to further
customize or rearrange pages. Sometimes, these planners
lack professional quality because they are simply printouts
from a home printer.

Often sold by companies like Target, Ofﬁce Depot, or Amazon,
these planners are typically much less expensive compared to
name brand planners and schedulers. However, they also have
no opportunities for customization.

UX INFLUENCERS
Agendio [Link]
●

User can select dailies, weeklies,
or monthlies, but not all at once

●

User can add and customize
modules per user needs

●

Choice between spiral-bound
and journal bound

Erin Condren [Link]

Passion Planner [Link]
●

●

Offers a 6am-11pm daily time
slots on weekly spread and
provides free printouts on
website so users can add more
time if needed

●

User can select dailies, weeklies,
or monthlies, but not all at once

●

User can add and customize
modules per user needs

Has lots of open space and
positivity (quotes) throughout

●

Choice between spiral-bound
and journal bound

Bullet Journaling [Link]

●

Very pretty planners with
customizable covers

●

A total blank slate that can be
completely customized

●

Fosters community of users,
mostly women, who love to
plan.

●

Very professional look

●

Lots of user made web content like tutorial videos, printable
content, and walkthroughs

●

Provide plenty of coordinated
accessories for users to add on

GoodNotes App [Link]

Papa John’s Pizza [Link]
●

Pizza Builder walks customers
through a step-by-step process
to build their perfect pizza.

●

Great user-control with buttons
that let user navigate freely
within builder

PERSONAS & REQUIREMENTS

PRIMARY

REQUIREMENTS
Josh & Jen share many of the
same needs that are met
with The Perfect Planner’s
design system.
Jen does have some
additional requirements that
are met through alternative
paths on The Perfect Planner
website (and on the future
mobile application).

SECONDARY

USER FLOWS

PRIMARY USER FLOW

SECONDARY USER FLOW

WEBSITE NAVIGATION STRUCTURE

WIREFRAMES

Homepage
When users land on the
homepage, they see a large
banner image with options to
start building a new planner or
browse customers designs (1).
If they scroll down, users can
learn more about the Perfect
Planner system and process (2).
If they make it to the end of the
screen, there is another Call to
Action button for them to start
building a planner (3).
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Plan Your Planner

1

When the user begins building a new
planner, they enter the four-step process
(1).
The ﬁrst step is planning out their planner.
Here they can choose from three options: a
digital quiz, printable planning sheets, or
they can skip planning and just choose
their features and options. As soon as they
make a choice, they are taken to that new
page (2).
There are opportunities to leave the
system if they landed where they did not
intend to:
●
Quicker design options (3),
●
An exit button (4) that opens a
conﬁrmation prompt before exiting.
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Select Features
+ Options Pages
Once a user completes the planning step
(digital quiz), they’ll land here for
directions. They have several choices at this
point:
●
review the recommendations based
on their quiz, or, if they did not take a
quiz, select options based on their
preference (1),
●
For speed, go straight to the Planner
Builder without viewing
recommendations (2),
●
Return to Plan Your Planner page to
make a different selection (3).
In addition to the four-step nav and the
exit button, there is now a Start Over
button (with conﬁrmation prompt) to
restart the entire process (4).
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Select Features
+ Options Pages
1

On these pages, the user can
meet most of their goals by
selecting the various spreads and
pages to meet their unique needs
(1).
After conﬁrming selections (or
making selections, if selecting
skip planning), users hit continue
to move to next set of options (2).
A growing bar tracks user’s
progress toward completion (3).
Users can click on the different
options to see a preview and read
more information about that
particular option or feature (4).
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Select Features
+ Options Pages

4

This is the ﬁnal page in the series of features
and options. Users are prompted to log into
their accounts (1) or create a new account (2)
to save their progress.
Users can also go back through the various
Features + Options pages (3).
Many of the components from previous
pages continue into this page (4), like
●
●
●
●

The four-step navigation,
The start over button (with prompt),
The exit button (with prompt), and
The progress bar.
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Planner Builder
This page also helps users reach their goal
because they can organize their pages and
spreads in order that ﬁts their needs. This
build features an autosave option that is
automatically “on” when users arrive (1). It
can be toggled “off.”
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They can use the tabs to alter features or
options they had chosen earlier (2).
Users can use the toolbar to help make
their design experience easier (3).
When users are ﬁnished, they’ll preview hit
the Finish and Preview Button (4).
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Planner Preview
At this point, the user will have created
their ideal planner, but will still need to
complete the purchasing process. They can
ﬂip through pages of their planner and
conﬁrm that everything looks the way
they’d like it to, before adding it to their cart
(1).
However, if they’d like to go back to editing,
they are easily able to (2).
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Add Accessories
During the last step of the Perfect Planner
process, users can elect to add accessories
to use with their planner. Three options are
proposed on the page based on the
features and options selected earlier (1).
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A popup appears with more information
and the option to add the accessory to the
user’s cart (2). If item is added, the popup
will close and the button will change to say
“Go to My Cart.”
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Users can also take the written link to view
all of the accessories offered (3).
If the user does not want to add
accessories, they can simply continue to
their cart (4).
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Conﬁrmation
Page
After entering relevant shipping and billing
information, the user will land on the
conﬁrmation page with important
information like conﬁrmation number and
estimated delivery of product (1).
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Users can share their purchase on social
media platforms (2).
2

Users can also join the Perfect Planner
Community of planner people. They can
access discussion boards full of ideas and
inspiration, or seek advice from others (3).
If users are not interested, they can simply
return to their account (4) or use any of the
navigation bars to leave the page.
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USER RESEARCH

USER INTERVIEWS
Evidence #1
We heard that each user has speciﬁc physical journal wants. The
solution should provide a variety of options to allow users to
customize the size, binding, and the style of planning page (monthly,
weekly, or daily), the number of actual pages, and order of pages.
Evidence #2
Our Community came from the idea discovered during interviews.
When users are feeling empowered while succeeding by using their
planners, we should provide a place to celebrate. User-generated
content, discussion boards, etc. can help build a brand culture and
inspire users to become brand ambassadors.

CARD SORTING
Evidence #1
The navigation has undergone several adjustments; however the
foundation comes from this activity. A user suggested that
everything comes down to three basics groups on this site: Building
a Planner, Research on the Process, and all other “website stuff.”
After getting her to sort out that “website stuff,” she helped me see
that a utility bar was needed.
Evidence #2
Users seemed to feel very comfortable with terminology. They easily
grouped cards related to building a planner together. They also had
an easy time grouping the cards related to signing in quickly.

RAPID PROTOTYPING
Evidence #1
Users reported that some of the headings & details did not seem to
make sense together; the ﬁnal design removes these headings and
implements a progress bar and a four-step process that is
consistently showed from the homepage and through the Perfect
Planner system.
Evidence #2
During this phase, a consistent look was developed for the Perfect
Planner website. We heard feedback that buttons, placement,
images, etc. were a bit too inconsistent and needed to look like more
traditional website elements.

WIREFRAMING
Evidence #1
Users provided feedback saying there should be additional elements
of interactivity - such as popups with more details and information
when they click on individual items in the features section.
Evidence #2
What is now the “Preview Planner” page has undergone several
iterations after feedback. It began as a page called “Wasted Pages?”
however, users said this felt bizarre and unnecessary. Eventually, we
decided on a “Preview” option because it did what users wanted told them they were nearly done and let them see their planner.

PROTOTYPE
Link to Prototype

